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 ABSTRACT 
 
Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is a technique that utilizes intense 
laser pulses to generate a localized plasma that can be used for chemical analysis via 
quantifying the elemental composition of a sample. During the LIBS process, the emission 
generated from the plasma is collected, sent through a spectrometer and typically imaged 
using an intensified charged coupled devices (CCD) array. Unique spectral lines can then 
be detected, quantified, and assigned to specific elements that make up the sample. For 
the first time, to the best of our knowledge, a custom-designed pulse-burst laser operating 
at 100-kHz repetition rate was used for an ultra-high-speed LIBS application. While 
conventional LIBS methods utilize 10-Hz repetition-rate lasers, the higher repetition rate 
of 100-kHz allows for a faster sampling rate; specifically, during high-speed, short 
duration events such as explosions and shockwaves. Consequently, the potential benefits 
and applications of ultra-high-speed LIBS were explored using the pulse-burst laser 
system.  
In the preliminary studies, solid aluminum and copper targets were used for system 
characterization and calibration. Further studies were conducted to quantify the 
capabilities of high-speed LIBS for applications involving dynamic events lasting several 
milliseconds or less. Under the current experimental conditions, LIBS emissions from a 
high-exit-velocity air nozzle with additives of aerosol compounds were clearly recognized 
and detected at a high hit rate.  Upon successful applications of the pulse-burst laser for 
preliminary testing, experiments were conducted during combustion of hydroxyl-
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terminated polybutadiene/ammonium perchlorate (HTPB/AP) propellants doped with 
varying concentrations of metals consisting of aluminum (Al), and lead (Pb). The pulse-
burst laser LIBS system was successful in detecting the released metallic particles within 
the hot reaction zone of HTPB/AP propellants. A calibration study showed a relationship 
between the concentration of metals within the propellants and the hit rate at which the 
pulse-burst laser pulses interact with metallic particles.  The limit of detection (LOD) of 
metal particles in the hot reaction zone was successfully calculated for subsequent 
applications of the pulse-burst-laser-based LIBS for predicting the metallic concentration 
with respect to the baseline case of 16% aluminum propellant samples. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Item   Definition 
Al Aluminum 
AP Ammonium Perchlorate 
C Carbon 
Cu Copper 
𝐶𝐻2𝐹𝐶𝐹3 Tetraflouroethane 
H Hydrogen 
HTPB Hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene 
Hz Hertz (𝑠−1) 
LIBS Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy 
LOD Limit of detection 
ms Millisecond 
N Nitrogen 
Nd:YAG Neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet 
Nu (v) Frequency 
O Oxygen 
Pb Lead 
ps picosecond 
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio 
σ Standard Error 
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) and High Repetition Lasers 
Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy is a powerful analytical optical technique 
used to analyze the chemical disposition of a material samples containing elemental 
additives such as aluminum (Al), Nitrogen(N), Hydrogen(H), copper(cu), 
magnesium(mg), and iron(Fe) in gunshot residue [1], flames [2, 3], Liquid gas [3] , 
explosives [4-6] and solid propellants [7, 8]. Metallic and non-metallic additives generally 
enhance combustion properties, concentration, specific impulses, and density of mixtures 
[9-12]. The attractiveness of LIBS has been rapidly growing in the last two decades. It is 
a technique that can rapidly and concurrently dissociate, excite, and ionize samples, and 
it is generally easy to implement even in complex environments. This technique can be 
applied on materials in the solid, liquid, or gas phases [13-15]. For these reasons, LIBS 
has been widely used in chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosive 
(CBRNE) material detection [13]. Although LIBS has historically been performed 
predominantly on solid samples, there have been studies that analyze aerosol particles and 
detecting several elemental particulates even in low concentrations and at ambient 
conditions [13, 16-26]. 
LIBS is widely considered non-invasive and convenient, primarily because it can 
be fielded in virtually any environment with little preparation and remote system 
operation. In LIBS a pulsed laser is used to target a sample. Upon contact, a plasma is 
generated with trace amounts of the sample ionized in the process. The ionized sample 
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signal can then be recorded by a detector, digitized and displayed as a spectrum [13, 15, 
16]. It is common to use a high energy low repetition rate of 10-Hz to 30-Hz nanosecond 
(ns) lasers in LIBS applications due to the high energy generation in the hundreds of 
millijoules (mJ) regime. This is mainly due to the large commercial availability of these 
types of lasers [13]. Due to advances in laser technology, the LIBS community has 
investigated the benefits of ultra-short pulse laser systems such as femtosecond lasers for 
LIBS with up to 1-kHz repetition rates [8]. The driving force is that ultra-short pulses, 
when compared to nanosecond lasers yield higher spatial resolution.  These types of lasers 
require less energy for ablation, produce ultra-fast excitations, and tend to rely less on 
gated detectors. [27-31]. The analysis of short-term duration events is extremely attractive, 
therefore an interest in high repetition rate lasers has been a major focus for many in the 
optical diagnostic community [32-36]. 
Over the last decade, there has been a significant increase in the interest in high-
repetition pulsed laser systems that produce tens to thousands of laser pulses within a burst 
for imaging and variety of diagnostic applications [32, 37-41]. The high repetition rates of 
laser systems make it possible to optimize the integration time on the detection side over 
the pulse train, thereby improving the overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system. 
High repetition laser systems also help in scanning and collecting the average spectrum of 
a sample to minimize the effects of surface non-uniformity and pulse to pulse variation 
uncertainties. For turbulent and reacting flows, it is beneficial to utilize repetition rates on 
the order of tens of kHz and above to record the dynamics of the flow [34, 42-47]. 
Therefore, we will be investigating the use of a custom designed pulse-burst laser. This is 
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to characterize and quantify the performance of a stable, high repetition rate laser for fast 
sampling rate of brief time scale events such as explosions and shock waves. 
1.2. Significance of the Thesis Research 
The primary objective of this work is to explore the capabilities of the high 
repetition nanosecond pulse-burst laser system in a LIBS application for detecting metallic 
particulates released in combustion events under atmospheric conditions. This work 
simulates real world applications using HTPB/AP solid propellants with metallic additives 
of varying concentrations in a gas-phase reaction zone. Many publications have 
highlighted the use of LIBS for elemental species detection, especially on airborne 
particles using standard nanosecond and femtosecond laser systems. Conversely, there are 
few records of a successful use of a high repetition rate pulse-burst laser used in LIBS 
applications [8, 24, 25, 48-51]. The success of this work can potentially expand on the 
limitations of standard 10–30-Hz nanosecond lasers through the increase in sampling rates 
and increased limit of detection (LOD). Furthermore, the success of this thesis can present 
potential possibilities to using high-repetition pulse-burst laser to analyze the dynamic 
behaviors of elemental particles in fast and short duration reactive events. The analytic 
capability of observing the dynamic behavior of elemental particles in ultra-fast and short 
events can present crucial information to better understand the characteristics of reactions 
in explosives and shockwave-induced reactions. 
1.3. Thesis Outline 
The objective of this work is to utilize a custom high repetition pulse-burst 
nanosecond laser system as an energy source to gather quantitative spectroscopic data 
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points on the time-resolved evolution of chemical species in particulate matter containing 
various elemental species such as aluminum (Al), copper (Cu), lead (Pb), hydrogen (H), 
oxygen (O), and carbon (C). Section 2, features a literature review of the principles, 
applications, and development of LIBS and Pulse-burst laser systems. Section 3 details 
the experimental apparatus, samples, sample preparations, and diagnostic procedures for 
the experiment and data collection. Section 4 discusses the result from preliminary 
analysis of solid targets, wavelength detection, laser energy characterization, gate delay 
optimization, and propellant strand studies. In section 5, there is a detailed analysis of 
aerosol elemental particle detection. The final section, section 6, summarizes the thesis 
with conclusions and recommendations for future works. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Principles of LIBS 
2.1.1. Overview 
LIBS is a powerful quantitative elemental analysis technique that utilizes an 
intense focused energy pulse from a pulsed laser to provide in-situ chemical composition 
analysis. The pulsed laser is a low-energy in the tens to hundreds of mJ per pulse. It is a 
high-energetic laser that, when interacting with elemental samples, creates a matter 
ionizing plasma which excites all present elemental species and ionic dispositions within 
a sample.  Upon excitation, the plasma is collected by an optical detector through fiber 
optic cables (FOC) and filtered through a spectrometer for conversion to corresponding 
wavelengths and intensity of elemental constituents discovered [13, 16] . A common set-
up for LIBS is shown in Figure 2.1. 
Figure 2.1 A commonly used apparatus for laser-induced breakdown 
spectroscopy experiments. Reprinted from [13] 
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Figure 2.2 displays the spectrum collected from a sample, the transition from low 
to high-resolution spectrum of elemental components, and surrounding background 
emissions. The focus of the soil analysis in Figure 2.2 was the detection of strong nitrogen 
spectra lines. However, the elements displayed in the figure below are trace amounts 
present in the soil. 
Figure 2.2 LIBS spectrum collected from a soil sample. Reprinted from [13] 
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2.1.2. Plasma Generation 
The basis of plasma generation is governed by the interaction between protons and 
electrons. A plasma is induced by the interaction between a laser pulse and the target 
sample. There are discrete lines within the plasma that characterize the sample of interest. 
There are 3 main focal points to the generation of a successful plasma and particle 
emissions in a LIBS experiment: the plasma ignition process, the expansion and cooling 
process, the particle emission process [13]. Figure 2.3 displays the stages of LIBS plasma 
life and effects. Figure 2.4 displays an image of a plasma generated during the pressurized 
aerosol segment of this work. 
In the plasma ignition process, the laser beam is focused through a focusing lens 
to generate a plasma at the location of interest.  This stage is where bonds begin to break 
and is strongly dependent on the pulse duration and irradiance of the laser. For nanosecond 
lasers, there can be plasma shielding occurrences due to pulse durations. This phenomenon 
can influence   how much of a target mass is converted to vapor due to the subsequent 
increases in heating from pulses. The expansion process is generally the directional 
propagation of shockwave induced by the vaporized mass within the plasma as it expands. 
This process is crucial in LIBS analysis and measurement, and it is dependent on the 
conditions of the sample and environmental properties (matter state, temperature, and 
pressure) in which the experiment takes place. During the expansion process, as 
temperature of plasma and number density decrease, particle atomic emission lines are 
generated and carried within the plasma. The next step, particle ejection and condensation, 
is not crucial to LIBS analysis because the emission is a mass of the sample that was 
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ablated by the laser pulse but not excited to provide information conducive to the basic 
LIBS measurement parameters [16, 52]. 
Figure 2.3 Plasma and particle emission process: (a) plasma ignition, (b) 
plasma expansion and cooling, (C) particle emission. Reprinted from [52] 
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Figure 2.4 Image of plasma generated under high-speed flow conditions through a 
2.5 mm exit, 6.5 mm inlet under-expanded nozzle 
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2.1.3. Characterization of Laser-Generated Plasmas 
The characteristics of a plasma is the culmination of molecules, ions, and electrons, 
and can be directly characterized by plasma temperature (measured with Boltzmann 
method), electron density, and level of ionization [13, 16] .Consequently, the line emission 
created in LIBS from the plasma plays a crucial role in analytical strategies of electron 
density and temperature with the presence of Doppler width and stark effects. Some of 
these analytical strategies for studying electron densities involve Rayleigh, Thompson 
scattering, Langmuir probe, and Schlieren. Stark effects are caused by the collision of 
electrons and ions, while Doppler width is based on the absolute temperature and the 
atomic weight of the elemental emission species of focus. The full width half maximum 
(FWHM) of the line emissions generated through a Lorentz function can be used to 
estimate electron number densities and plasma temperature with the following Stark-effect 
equation [16]. 
𝑵𝒆 = 𝑪(𝑵𝒆, 𝑻)(∆𝝀𝒔)
𝟏.𝟓 = 𝟖. 𝟎𝟐 ∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟐 (
𝚫𝝀𝟏
𝟐
𝜶𝟏
𝟐
)
𝟏.𝟓
(1) 
Where Δ𝜆1
2
 is the FWHM, 𝛼1
2
 is the stark width coefficient that is a function of temperature 
and pressure, Ne is the electron density, T is temperature, C is a constant based on the 
electron density and temperature. Figure 2.5 displays an example of measurements of 
electron temperature and densities of the O (I) lines calculated with the Langmuir probe 
measured with the stark effects, and Boltzmann method. The open squares are electron 
densities calculated with Stark effect method at 500-mJ/pulse. The open circles are 
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temperature calculated using the Boltzmann method at 500-mJ/pulse. The black circles 
and open triangles are electron temperatures measured with the Langmuir probe at 500-
mJ/pulse and 800-mJ/pulse respectively 
Figure 2.5 Electron temperature and density relationships measured with 
different diagnostic methods of O (I) lines. Reprinted from [13] 
2.1.4. LIBS Experimental Components 
Figure 2.1 displayed a general overview of the components needed for typical 
LIBS experimentation and analysis. 
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The purpose of a laser in LIBS is to generate a powerful enough energy pulse to 
vaporize a sample and form the plasma. The wavelength, pulse energy, pulse duration 
(explained in plasma generation section), and beam quality of the laser are all properties 
that typically affect the generation of a plasma. As explained in the review article by A. 
Anabitarte et al., laser wavelength influence can be described through energy absorption 
and the interaction between plasma and target material [52]. To summarize, a shorter 
wavelength increases material ablation rate, but increases the threshold for plasma 
generation. However, a longer wavelength decreases material ablation rate and increase 
fractionation (redistribution of elements between phases) but increases inverse 
Bremsstrahlung occurrence which assists in the reheating of plasma. Inverse 
Bremsstrahlung is the absorption of energy during plasma expansion to raise the energy 
and temperature of electron particles. The most commonly used wavelengths in LIBS are 
1064-nm, and 532-nm. Depending of the type of LIBS analysis, longer or shorter 
wavelength can be utilized. Laser pulse energy is the energy per unit area induced on the 
material for the ablation process. Laser energy effect is dependent on the wavelength 
selection, laser repetition rate and pulse duration. Therefore, when analyzing the effects 
of laser energy in LIBS, it is important to consider the wavelength and pulse duration of 
the laser. Generally, nanosecond pulse duration lower repetition rate, and higher 
wavelength produce higher laser pulse energy. High laser pulse energy can also increase 
background spectral emissions. Overall, the rate of ablation and the amount of mass 
ejected is dependent on laser pulse energy [53]. 
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The latter side of a typical LIBS setup is the detection side; which consists of the 
fiber optic probe, spectrometer, detector, and a computer. The fiber optic probe, consisting 
of FOC, used to collect plasma light generated on a sample, especially when the 
spectrometer cannot simply be placed in a feasible location for collection. FOC transmit 
the collected light using total internal reflection. Figure 2.6 shows a general design for an 
FOC. The core’s diameter ranges from 50 um to 1 mm for ones made of fused silica. The 
cladding is made of low refractive index when compared to the core to help guide the 
collected light. The buffer is a protective barrier that keeps the cladding from damage. 
The spectrometer is a device that separated the individual wavelengths within the collected 
plasma light through a diffraction grating. The most commonly used spectrometers are the 
Echelle spectrometer and the Czerny-Turner spectrometer. The spectrometer used for the 
experiments in this work is based on the principles of the Czerny-Turner spectrometer. 
The Czerny-Turner spectrometer has an entrance slit with two mirrors and a diffraction 
grating.  The first mirror directs the light to the grating while the second mirror directs the 
wavelengths reflected from the grating to the detector. The detector is a device that breaks 
down the spatial information of the light reflected for the spectrometer grating. There are 
various types of detectors, but the most common are charged coupled devices (CCD) and 
intensified charge coupled devices (ICCD). This work uses a complementary metal oxide 
semiconductor (CMOS) detector. Figure 2.7 compares the basic operating principles of 
CMOS and CCD style detectors. Unlike the CCD or ICCD, the CMOS require less power 
and are considered more efficient in high speed image processing [54]. The basic of the 
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detector are that photons from collected light are converted to electrons and stored in 
potential wells to generate digital information. [13, 16, 52]. 
Figure 2.6 Fiber optic design. Reprinted from [13] 
Figure 2.7 Comparison of CCD and CMOS detectors. Reprinted from [54]
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2.1.5. LIBS in Solid and Liquid Media 
LIBS in solid material have been a major area of study over the past few decades 
with many success and reproducibility when compared to its gaseous and aerosol 
counterparts. Many literatures have been successful in applying LIBS to various 
experiments of solid and liquid analysis. 
Solid and liquid analysis with LIBS has been performed by many researchers over 
the years is a continuing interest [55]. Fitchet et al. [14, 56] focused on the detection of 
trace elements, submerged in different type of liquids for nuclear applications. This 
experiment utilized a Q-switched Nd:YAG 532-nm laser tilted at an angle on the liquid 
surface to detect various metal traces within the liquid sample. Cremers et al. [26] in 1984 
used a 10-Hz repetition laser to observe the limit of detection for various elemental metals 
including aluminum in aqueous solutions. Zhang et al. [57] introduced a method for 
improving accuracy in LIBS liquid analysis by quantitively analyzing traces of chromium 
and sodium elements in an aqueous solution. This work utilized an Nd:YAG laser with up 
to 220-mJ of energy to interact with liquid samples injected into a mounted capillary. Bilge 
et al. [58] studied both solid and liquid phases of milk to target and analyze the limit of 
detection and limit of quantification  for one of the nutritional elements, calcium. 
Other studies have reported the use of LIBS in solid bulk concentrations of metals 
and metal alloys. In 2002, Melessanaki et al. [59] reported the use of LIBS analytical 
technique to extract historical and important inflation from archeological ceramics and 
metal artifacts. Using a 1064-nm Nd:YAG laser system as the ablation source, the group 
analyzed elemental structures of various metals and ceramics suffused with elements such 
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as copper, silver, gold, and tin. It has also been demonstrated that quantitative LIBS 
analysis can be extended to metallurgical purposes and the observation of arsenic 
concentrations in metallic artifacts [60], and studies of jewelry [61, 62]. Giakoumaki et al. 
[63] further report the use of LIBS for elemental analysis in archeological science areas 
and projects. 
2.1.6. LIBS in Gas Phase and Aerosols 
LIBS in aerosol can present unique problems generally not found in analysis of 
other media. This can partially be contributed to interference elemental substance in the 
gaseous state such as nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon; and the significant drop in number 
densities at the gaseous state for elements such as aluminum, copper and lead. These 
obstacles make it difficult to successfully detect and quantify the gaseous elements of 
samples of interest, however, there have been reported success of LIBS found in gas and 
aerosol media [24, 25, 48, 49, 64]. 
Aside from the problems mentioned earlier, the methodology of analyzing LIBS 
results in aerosol are unique as well. At low concentrations in ambient conditions, the hit 
efficiency by the laser pulse tend to be low. Furthermore, there can be a large variation in 
the noise to signal ratio from pulse to pulse, making it difficult to simply average hundreds 
and thousands of spectra together as was historically done. With this method, it is 
extremely difficult to accurately quantify the results due to low signals or domination of 
background noise. To increase the accuracy and reliability of aerosol sampling, strategies 
were implemented, most of which were used in the reference earlier mentioned in this 
subsection. A conditional pulse to pulse analytical technique for aerosol sampling was 
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suggested [16, 65]. The theme is to create a feasible threshold criterion for considering 
relatively spectral noise when compared to the spectra of interest. 
2.2. High-Repetition-Rate Lasers for LIBS 
2.2.1. Recent Developments of Pulse-Burst Lasers 
The rise of pulse-burst lasers began in the earlier 2000s [32, 37]. The general 
objective was to develop a high-pulse-energy laser system to capture high-speed and 
turbulent flow structure. To achieve this, higher repetition rate lasers in the kHz and MHz 
range were needed to capture the evolution of reactions in time. However, conventional 
pulse laser had many limitations when attempts were made to stretch capabilities. When 
commercially available laser systems such as the 10-Hz, 1.5-J/pulse Nd:YAG system were 
ran in a megahertz range continuously, thermal loading limits the output energy to 
approximately 150-µJ per pulse. This energy output was too low to be utilized in high -
speed flow applications and Imaging. Therefore, the burst concept was created to reduce 
the duty cycle of the laser while increasing the energy output through pulse energy 
amplification. Figure 2.8 displays a general concept of the pulse-burst laser system.
Figure 2.8 Basic outline of a pulse-burst laser system. Reprinted from [37] 
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Figure 2.9 3rd generation pulse-burst laser system configuration for 532 nm 
output. Reprinted from [33]  
2.2.2. Major Components of the Pulse-Burst Laser 
Figure 2.9 details the modern general configuration of a Pulse-Burst Laser. The 
system is classified as master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA). In this system, burst of 
low energy pulse are served through multiple amplifiers. The first part of this system is a 
low power, continuous wave (CW) Nd:YAG laser operating on a single mode output at 
1064 nm. The Nd-YAG is consider the master oscillator. 
The master oscillator is then directed through the pulse slicer which then generates 
burst of pulses. There are two main types of pulse slicer; the Acousto-Optic Modulator 
(AOM) and the Electro-Optic Modulator (EOM). Both can create varying number of 
pulses with repetition rate up to tens of MHz and pulse duration as short as 10ns. The 
EOM uses electro optic Pockels cell and polarizing optics to rapidly manipulate the output 
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rate of pulses. AOM uses diffraction where the movement of acoustic wave through a 
crystal help generate an incident light that is then diffracted. AOM are also known as 
Bragg cells. Although slower, AOMs are generally preferred over EOMs due to cost and 
reliability concerns [66]. 
The rapid division of pulses through the pulse slicer causes a significant drop in 
pulse energies and so, the low energy pulses are moved through stages of amplification. 
The 3rd generation featured five amplifiers with rod diameters of 4,5, 6.3, 9.5 and 12.7-
mm respectively. As described by Thurow et.al [33] the first 3 amplifiers maximized gain 
while the latter two prevented the loss of gain in addition to the Faraday isolators; which 
were designed to reduce the amount of gain loss between each amplifier stage. 
The final stage is the frequency double stage in which the 1064-nm is filtered 
through a doubling crystal to output 532-nm wavelength. In this work, the doubling stage 
was not implemented, rather the 1064-nm wavelength was deemed sufficient for the 
parameters of the experiment. The work by Thurow et.al explored the generation of pulse 
trains in excess of 100 pulses. The work explained that the number of pulses used for 
experimentation was dependent on the capture capacity of detectors and high-speed 
cameras. 
2.2.3. Applications and Evolution of Pulse-Burst Laser Systems 
Over the past decade, pulse-burst lasers have proven to be effective in Thomson 
scattering [67-69] high-speed flow visualization [70-72], high speed time-resolved 
particle image velocimetry (PIV) [73], planar laser- induced fluorescence (PLIF) [44, 45, 
74], and planar Doppler velocimetry (PDV) [75]. 
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In the Thomson scattering works, it was demonstrated that a 15 pulse, 2-J per pulse 
at 1064-nm burst train on the order of repetition rate from 1–12.5-kHz can be used in 
Madison symmetric torus reversed-field pinch to capture the evolution of electron 
temperature profile and fluctuations. 
High-speed flow visualization capabilities were first demonstrated in 2000 [32, 37] 
with a frequency-doubled laser producing a burst of more than 30 pulse with an average 
laser pulse energy up to 70-mJ at 1-MHz to visualize shock and boundary layer evolution 
in a supersonic flow. A similar experimentation was conducted with a 1064 nm laser 
system that generated burst of up to 99 pulses in a Mach 2.5 flow at 500 kHz repetition 
rate. In other works, 3-d flow visualization capabilities were realized in turbulent jets with 
the pulse-burst laser produce burst up to 100 pulses and beyond [71, 76]. In work involving 
S. Roy et.al [70], a 1064-nm pulse burst laser with approximate 100-ps pulse duration over 
10-ms burst duration, operating between 10-kHz and 1-MHz and producing 10 to 10,00 
laser pulses was used to gather time resolve measurements such as velocity in turbulent 
high-speed reacting flows. 
PIV potential was demonstrated using a 20-kHz repetition rate burst mode laser 
that outputs 100 pulses every 12 seconds at 532-nm to examine turbulent fluid dynamics 
and exothermic reactions. In a high-speed trans-sonic wind tunnel experiment, the 
operating condition for the laser was up to 10.2-ms burst duration at 5–500-kHz every 8 
seconds to gather dynamic measurement over a rectangular cavity. 
PLIF experiments featured the use of pulse-burst systems in a Mach 10 hypersonic 
wind tunnel, turbulent flames. In the wind tunnel the laser generated 16–20 pulses in a 
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burst at 500-kHz to analyze Nitric Oxide dynamics in hypersonic flows. The turbulent 
flame works used a pulse-burst at 355-nm, operating at 10-kHz and outputting 
approximately 100-mJ/pulse. 
Brian et.al explored the potential of temporally resolved PDV potential using a 10-
ns, 250-kHz repetition rate laser that generated 28 pulse with an average energy of 
approximately 1-mJ/pulse at the second harmonic stage (532-nm). 
 The versatility of pulse-burst lasers is vast. For this work, a custom pulse-burst 
laser will be employed. Table 2.1. Details the basic parameter of the laser used in this 
work, and Figure 2.10 displays the pulse to pulse data of the laser. It was confirmed that 
the first and last few pulses induce weak plasma, however the remaining pulses where 
substance at a constant amplitude with minimal pulse to pulse variation pulse. It was 
therefore concluded that those pulses will not have any considerable effect on the LIBS 
studies and results. Approximately 970 pulses were analyzed and averaged for each 
experimental run. Figure 2.10 shows the average normalized amplitude over 970 pulses in 
a single burst. A single burst is approximately 10-ms. The average confirms that there is 
little pulse to pulse beam signal variation of less than 5% being outputted by the laser. 
Preliminary laser pulse energy characterization was conducted to ensure that there was no 
drastic variation in pulse to pulse energy during the LIBS studies. 
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Table 2.1 Texas A&M University (TAMU) pulse burst laser parameters  
Pulse-Burst Capabilities at 532 nm Experimentation 
Parameters 
Wavelength 532 nm 1024 nm 
Repetition Rate 10,100,1000 kHz 100 kHz 
Energy/pulse 300 mJ,15 mJ,2 mJ 26 mJ–30 mJ 
Number of Pulses 100,1000,1000 1000 
Length of Burst 1 ms, 10 ms, 10 ms 10 ms 
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Figure 2.10  Signal of an individual pulse taken directly from the laser beam over 10-
ms and recorded on a Lecroy 4-GHz, 40 GS/s oscilloscope 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
 
3.1. Experimental Apparatus 
The energy source for the plasma generation is a custom designed 1064-nm 
nanosecond duration pulse-burst laser (Continuum). A schematic of the instrumental 
components of the laser and the experimental system is displayed in Figure 3.1. The laser 
is a megahertz repetition rate laser that outputs 1000 pulses in 10-ms. Figure 3.2 displays 
the concept of the pulse burst laser in which a series of approximately 1000 pulses is 
outputted every 5 seconds. This current experimental system set-up for all the experiments 
in this work were operated at 100-kHz repetition rate. The output beam diameter of the 
laser was approximately 5-mm with a pulse duration of 200-ns and a pulse to pulse width 
of 10-µs. The output beam was focused towards the location of the target using a +50-mm 
focal length plano-convex lens. The experiment samples were adjusted on a platform with 
two modes of movement, vertical and horizontal.  
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Figure 3.1 Pulse-burst laser and experimental apparatus: Emission side consists of 
the pulse burst laser and focusing lens. Detection side consists of spectrometer, 
intensifier, high speed camera, and fiber optic probe 
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Figure 3.2 Burst schematic of pulse-burst laser: (a) Concept of pulse-burst laser. (b) 
Pulses within a sign burst. (c) Image of a few pulse within 1-ms of a burst. (d) 
Individual pulse at 5-ms of the burst with a pulse duration of 200 ns 
 
(d) 
(b) 
(a) 
(c) 
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The laser pulse signal intensities were captured and recorded with a photodiode 
(Thorlabs DET 10A) and recorded on a high definition oscilloscope (HDO 9404 Teledyne 
Lecroy). Initial observations of spectrums were recorded with an Ocean Optics Flame-S 
spectrometer (HR2000+). An image of the actual laboratory set-up for this work is 
displayed in Figure 3.3. To record the emission in higher resolutions, the spectrometer was 
switched out with a Princeton Instrument spectrometer (IsoPlane 160) with multiple 
grating capabilities. This work used 300-g/mm grating. Along with the spectrometer, the 
detection side included an intensifier (Lavision IRO S20/S25) coupled with Photron a 
high-speed camera (SA-Z) to retain sampling and detection speed that match the high 
repetition rate of the pulse-burst laser and allowed for gating time capabilities. The sample 
emissions generated from the plasma were collected by a fiber optic collimating lens probe 
which transmits to the Spectrometer to record the spectrum and intensity of the emissions. 
It is important to note that substantial amount of effort was placed in the assembly of the 
Isoplane 160 spectrometer, IRO intensifier, and the Photron high-speed camera as 
displayed in Figure 3.4. Reason being that the camera and intensifier are not exactly 
attached to the spectrometer but focus at a point to record the spectrum reflected 
spectrometer grating. This configuration reduces the signal captured by the camera, limits 
the wavelength window, and resolution of the spectra. Therefore, this system was 
optimized for signal detection. To rectify the limitations of spectra detection range, 
positioning calibration effects were made to record spectra from different samples 
containing Al, Cu, H, O, F, and C. All the elements and emission line wavelength focused 
on in this thesis are displayed in Table 3.1 along with the respective position optimal 
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detection. Each position allowed us to successful view the species spectrum within a 300 
nm range. This allowed us to properly verify the accuracy of the recorded spectra captured 
by the camera and intensifier with previous recorded LIBS spectra from sources such as 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).  
Table 3.1 Elements of focus and camera position for optimal detection 
Additive/Mixture Chemical 
Formula 
Emission Line of 
Focus (nm) 
Position 
Copper Cu 511 1 
Aluminum Al 396.15 2 
Lead Pb 406 2 
Hydrogen H 656.2 3 
Carbon C 736.5 3 
Fluorine F 685.7 3 
Oxygen 
 
O 777 3 
 
  To remotely manage and control the gate, laser workload, and exposure level of 
the Intensifier-Camera, the communication between the detection side and the laser 
plasma emission were controlled by three Delay Generators (DG). The first DG was tuned 
to manage a consistent repetition rate of 100-kHz; and the second DG allow for us to set 
a burst interval of 0.2-Hz which means there is a burst of 1000 pulses every 5 seconds. 
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The third DG creates a direct communication between the power source and the detection 
side to ensure the appropriate gate delay time and exposure following the ablation and 
ionization stages. 
Figure 3.3 Photograph of the experimental apparatus of preliminary analysis with 
the pulse burst laser system, copper plate, and detection side equipment 
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Figure 3.4 High-speed detection system set-up 
 
3.1.1. Solid Samples Set-up 
The preliminary experimental setup were bulk solid targets uniquely composed of 
Al, and Cu respectively were analyzed. The sample targets are displayed in Figure 3.5. 
The targets were placed at a focal length of 50-mm while fixed on an adjustable moving 
platform for position adjustment, both vertical and horizontal. The plasma emission was 
collected by an optical probe and the encoded material component spectra were sent a 
Flame -S spectrometer. The desired result of this preliminary experiment was to conduct 
a wavelength study to allow for accurate calibration of the ISO-plane 160 spectrometer, 
optimal gate delay studies, and characterization of laser pulse energy dependence for SNR 
studies. This is to acquire a rudimentary understanding of the pulse-burst laser for LIBS; 
particularly for the propellant experiments. 
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Figure 3.5 Preliminary experiment solid plate samples 
 
3.1.2. Pressurized Aerosol Set-up 
A quarter inch to 2.5-mm under-expanded nozzle was used to generate a high 
velocity air stream at room temperature at 110-psi. An aerosol diagnostic freeze spray 
from the company Techspray (Freezer) at a velocity of 10-m/s was then introduced to the 
stream at the outlet of the nozzle. The aerosol has a Tetrafluoroethane (𝐶𝐻2𝐹𝐶𝐹3) 
chemical compound. The elemental composition consisting of carbon (C), fluorine (F), 
and hydrogen (H). Oxygen(O) were introduced to the mixture from the under-expanded 
nozzle air stream. A focal length of 50-mm was also used for this experiment. Image of 
the aerosol can is displayed in Figure 3.6 
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Figure 3.6 Image of the aerosol can used for the experiments  
 
3.1.3. Propellant Samples Set-up 
The propellant samples were fixed in a holder on a similar adjustable moving 
platform as the solid plate samples. This will help keep the flame zone breakdown within 
the area of interest. The propellants were manually lit with a handheld torch. To control 
the emission of fumes, a fume exhaust vent, place approximately 10 inches above the 
experiment zone, was designed to guide the emissions to prevent over exposure and 
inhalation of particle; which can potential be harmful.  
The samples used for the propellant were carefully concocted and hand-mixed by 
Dr. Petersen’s students, Katherine Dillier, Felix Rodriguez, and James Thomas ;following 
the procedures previously validated and expressed in works and publications [12, 77]. The 
samples were made with HTPB/AP composites as the baseline. Then small percentages of 
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additives containing metallic elements were mixed with the HTPB until fully coated. The 
samples are then allowed to cure. The samples are approximately 1.5 inches in length with 
burn times ranging from 20–30 seconds. Figure 3.7 shows the propellant strands with 
Teflon tubing (left) and without Teflon tubing (right), while Figure 3.8 displays an image 
of a burning propellant and the location in which the laser is focused. Table 3.2 details the 
additives and mixtures used for all experiments in this work, and their concentrations.  
 
Figure 3.7 Image of the propellant samples 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Photograph of the experimental propellant setup and in-experiment 
burning 
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Table 3.2 Propellant mixture samples used for experimentation 
Additive/Mixture Chemical Formula Emission 
Line of Focus 
(nm) 
Additive 
Concentration by 
Mass (%) 
Number of 
Strands 
Aluminum Al 396.15 16 10 
Aluminum Al 396.15 10 10 
Aluminum Al 396.15 5 10 
Lead Pb 406 16 10 
Lead Stearate (𝐶17𝐻35𝐶𝑂𝑂)2𝑃𝑏 406 (Pb) 16 3 
Tetrafluoroethane 𝐶𝐻2𝐹𝐶𝐹3 656.2 (H) 
685.7 (F) 
736.5 (C) 
777   (O) 
unknown N/A 
 
3.2. Experimental Procedure 
Prior to each set of experiments, the room temperature was set to approximately 
20°C to maintain optimum operating conditions for the pulse-burst laser. Following the 
comprehensive guidelines in the standard operating procedures document for the TAMU 
pulse-burst laser, appropriate safety protocols are followed protective gear is donned, and 
the laser is turned on. The pulse shape and power are then measured for stability to ensure 
consistency in data collection. The pulse shape is measured on the Teledyne Lecroy 
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oscilloscope with the Thorlabs photodiode. The laser pulse energy was measure with an 
Ophir power meter (7Z02724).  
Once it was confirmed that the laser safety parameters and optimum operating 
conditions were met, the laser power was reduced, and the shutter closed. The samples 
were then carefully place at the focal point for interaction as described in the “set-up” 
sections of each sample.  
 Next, the positioning and recalibration of the detection side for the respective 
species of interest. Since a high-speed detection system is not commercially available for 
high repetition rates elemental analysis and visualization, a custom high-speed detection 
system was constructed as displayed in Figure 3.4. Though the system was designed for 
high-speed analysis, there were some shortcomings in which the intensity was 
significantly affected. Therefore, the slit for the spectrometer was fully open to maximize 
optical power. Consequently, there was a reduction in resolution, resulting in detection 
width of the elemental emission lines as displayed in Figure 3.9 being wider than their 
natural widths. High spectra resolution was not a demand for this work thereby, low 
spectral resolution did not impede the analysis done in this work.  
However, due to low spectra resolution, the spectra range of the spectrometer 
grating was significantly diminished and therefore three configuration positions were 
needed for optimal detection of all samples and elements of interests. The spectra range 
recorded on the detection system was approximately 200 nm. This range allow for accurate 
analysis of Cu (504-nm & 511-nm) emission lines at position 1, Al (396.15-nm) and Pb 
(406-nm) emission lines at position 2, and H (656.2-nm), F (685.7-nm), C (736.5-nm) and 
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O (777-nm) emission lines at position 3. Upon changing positions, the spectrometer was 
recalibrated with a Princeton Instruments neon-argon calibration lamp and then the spectra 
emission lines were compared to initial spectra taken from the flame-s miniature 
spectrometer at 1-ms integration time and the NIST database to ensure accuracy. Overall, 
the custom assembly was optimized for detection, sampling rate, and fast gating.  
 
Figure 3.9 LIBS sample spectra of peaks detected from the different detection 
configurations 
 
After the custom detection system was correctly configured, preliminary 
optimization experiments were conducted to increase sensitivity and accuracy of the LIBS 
analytical method. The main preliminary optimization is the Bremsstrahlung emission, 
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which is a continuum emission that radiate upon plasma generation [52, 78] . These 
radiations tend to hide emission peaks; therefore, it is important to collect data when the 
radiation is negligible in comparison to spectrum signal. To locate the point where the 
continuum radiation is negligible, an optimal delay scan must be performed. It is important 
to note that laser pulse energy, pulse duration, integration time, and data analysis methods 
are important parameter for optimization [52, 79]. Optimal gate delay time is often a 
function of all the parameters previously listed, therefore all parameters were studied and 
considered.  
After the preliminary optimization studies were performed, the first analysis was 
performed on the solid plates to observe the laser-target interactions. The second analysis 
performed was on the aerosol sample to observe the dynamic behavior of particles moving 
in space. The final analysis focused on the propellant strands. The areas of study with the 
propellants were particle emission detection, propellant concentration study, and limit of 
detection analysis. 
3.3. Data Analysis 
When analyzing the propellant and high-speed aerosol data, conditional analysis 
method will be invoked to calculate the level of detection with each additive concentration 
limit of detection (LOD) [80].  
𝑳𝑶𝑫 =
𝟑.𝟑𝝈
𝑺𝒍𝒐𝒑𝒆
       (2) 
 
In which 𝜎 is the standard error the regression. 
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To further attempt to analyze the actual concentration of a sample during reaction 
based on the calibration line developed form the conditional analysis method, the 
equation below [16]: 
𝑿𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆 = (𝑿𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒔) ∗
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒔
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒑𝒖𝒍𝒔𝒆𝒔
(3) 
In which  𝑋𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 is the actual concentration of the sample, 𝑋ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑠 is the hit determine 
through the conditional analysis calibration curve, and the ‘total hit’ indicates all 
elemental particle hits within the reaction zone. 
The equation w was used to determine  𝑋ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑠 of the elemental particle emission 
lines of focus. 
𝑿𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒔 =
𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆 𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒔
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒑𝒖𝒍𝒔𝒆𝒔
(4) 
Where ‘particle hits’ is the number of times the emission line of focus is deemed a hit 
based on the conditional analysis condition, and ‘total pulse’ is the amount of pulses 
within a burst. 
The conditional analysis conditions are as followed: 
1. Pre-selected number of pulses for analysis in each run.
a. 1 burst (970 pulses).
2. Noise to signal threshold for particle hit consideration.
a. Signal of emission line of focus is 120% above selected noise threshold
near the emission line. 
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3. Total number of hits of all elemental particle hits must be at least 20 to be 
consider a usable dataset. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1. Calibration Experiments  
4.1.1. Line Verification and Laser Characterization 
For the Al, C, F, H, O, and Pb elements, the encoded spectra associated with the 
elemental components were recorded to optimize and appropriately characterize the 
expected line spectra results. A characterization test of the emission lines was performed 
by recording the spectra lines with the Iso-plane spectrometer, IRO intensifier, and high-
speed camera. This test was to properly ensure the correct calibration for the spectrometer 
and accurate positioning of the highspeed camera/intensifier. Figure 3.9 displayed the 
emission lines recorded at approximately 200-ns delay. The lines were then compared to 
the NIST atomic spectra data to verify close alignment [81]. The figure is a conglomerate 
of different elemental verification experiments. The reason being, that the camera can 
capture up to 200-nm wavelength is configured to acquire. Therefore, the positioning of 
the highspeed camera/IRO must be adjusted slightly to accurately capture a different range 
of wavelength. Position 1 was used for the laser characterization pulse energy study using 
Cu spectra. Position 2 was used for the detection of AL, and Pb in the propellants and 
solid plates. Position 3 was for the detection of the H, O, F, and C gases in the aerosol 
sprays. The peaks were in a reasonable confidence level of detection capabilities for 
different elemental composition both in the solid and gas phases and allowed for the 
experiments to proceed.  
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Following the emission line detection accuracy verification, a SNR study was 
performed by conducting a gate delay and laser- energy dependence study of Cu at 511-
nm. Figure 4.1 displays the signal intensity data recorded as a function of laser energy 
with the error margins. The signals were recorded using the ISO-plane 160 spectrometer. 
Copper was used for this study because the S-25 IRO intensifier was utilized. This 
intensifier was readily available at the time of this study and has a higher sensitivity for 
the spectra emission ranges for copper. However, for the decay study it was more 
beneficial to use the aluminum spectra and the S-20 IRO, and the S-25 IRO intensifier for 
the copper spectra and the aerosol elemental spectra due to the efficiency of the intensifiers 
at those wavelength ranges. Appendix C displays the difference in efficiency between the 
S-20 and S-25 intensifier at different wavelength range. The data observed for from the 
decay study would be used as a gauge for the propellant tests. The specifications and 
relationship between the S-20 and S25 IRO intensifiers can be seen in Appendix C. The 
Cu emission line at 511-nm was chosen because of its high intensity compared to other 
copper line at 504-nm. The figure shows the peak intensity output of the Cu line at 511-
nm at increasing power output from the laser system. There is an increasing correlation 
between the intensity and laser pulse energy. The overall intensity is the average of the 50 
pulses from 100–150 laser shot numbers. Approximately 30–35-mJ per pulse from the 
laser is required to breakdown ambient air molecules, therefore the acceptable maximum 
laser pulse energy was 30-mJ/pulse. The selected laser pulse energy will allow for the best 
SNR while preventing the breakdown of air background interference within the test 
region.  
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Figure 4.1 Laser energy dependence of the copper LIBS signal corresponding to the 
511 nm emission line  
 
4.1.2. Optimum Gate Delay Analysis 
The next study conducted was to investigate and characterize pulse range and 
optimal delay time required for solid breakdown analysis. This study was conducted 
across various delay time from 0–5000-ns. An increase in delay time allows for us to 
reduce background spectrum to an acceptable level without sacrificing overall elemental 
emission spectra signal. The gate width for the Lavision high-speed IRO (S20) was 1000 
ns. Figure 4.2 shows the relation between the Al 396.15-nm spectra emission intensity and 
the individual pulses within each burst of pulses. The data was repeated across various 
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delay times and shows that initial surface penetration and subsequent depth penetration of 
a stationary solid material affects the intensity of individual pulses.  Although the target 
was translated after every burst to allow for optimal emission, due to the high repetition 
rate of the pulses it was difficult to move the target at a rate that match with 100-kHz 
repetition rate of the pulses. Consequently, the emission signal with respect to laser pulse 
shot is a function of the penetration depth of the target. The figure profile indicates that it 
requires approximately 10–50 pulses to remove the outward coating of the target and reach 
the bulk of the sample. Prime intensity was observed from approximately 100–200 laser 
pulse shots, and as laser pulse shots increase, the penetration depth increases due to 
continue ablation in a single space; resulting the Al emission decreases.  
 
Figure 4.2 Signal of individual shot number within each burst train and the effect of 
penetration depth Al, 396.15 nm emission line, plate sample  
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The similar experiment was performed on a copper plate to confirm the results 
observe in the aluminum plate. The results are display in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3 Signal of individual shot number within each burst train and the effect of 
penetration depth Cu, 511 nm emission line, plate sample 
 
Figure 4.4 displays the normalized data observed from the plasma decay study. 
The data was observed across a time delay range from 0–5500-ns. A delay in collection 
gate allows for minimal collection intensity level of continuum background emission.  At 
low detection gate delay thresholds, the plasma emissions are too great to ignore.  As the 
detection delay gate increase there is an increase in the SNR. The target emission spectra 
are more defined as detection delay time was increased. However, beyond the optimal gate 
delay the overall target emission spectral will decrease as seen in Figure 4.4. The Al 
emission signal was observed from 394-nm to 398-nm while the background plasma 
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emission signal was recorded from 410-nm to 430-nm. From the figure, it was concluded 
that the optimal detection gate delays were approximately 150-ns. The study was recorded 
using the ISO-plane spectrometer and intensifier-camera (S20) with gain of 48 and a gate 
width of 1-ms.  The spectra were integrated over the average of the first 200 pulses from 
within a burst. 
4.2. High-Speed LIBS Measurement of Aerosols
Following the laser and detection characterization studies, an air stream coupled
with a manually injected aerosol mixture plasma experiments was conducted. The purpose
of this test was to observe the data gather from constantly moving target. This was the best
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Figure 4.4 Al emission signal and plasma continuum emission as a function of capture 
gate delay 
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simulation that could mimic the release of particles from the propellant strands, and 
therefore allowed us to observe the relative signal behavior of fast-moving samples when 
compared to relatively slow bulk samples (plates from preliminary analysis).  The air 
stream was fed though the under expanded nozzle at approximately 100 psi. The detection 
gate experiment was repeated. Similar to the solid plates, the background emission 
dissipated for the aerosol at approximately 150-ns, however at 1500-ns delay time, higher 
sigs were observed. Therefore 1500-ns was chosen as the delay time. It is important that 
this experiment did not exhibit much noise interference in the wavelength ranges that were 
focused on and therefore it was possible to use a non-gated approach. The energy chosen 
for the breakdown remained constant at 26-mJ/pulse. The gain increased to 67. The 
elemental focus of this study was the emission of hydrogen. From Figure 4.5, the detection 
of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, and fluorine elemental emissions was achieved from the 
mixture Tetrafluoroethane (𝐶𝐻2𝐹𝐶𝐹3). 
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Figure 4.5 Signal recorded from 300-g/mm grating spectrometer and gated 
intensifier/high-speed camera of aerosol-freezer mixture in an open high-speed air 
stream 
Similar to the propellant sample experiments, a signal pulse relation study was 
observed as shown in Figure 4.6 and the scatter plot in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7 shows that 
with the pulse to pulse signal vary widely with a higher standard deviation variable when 
compared to the laser shot signal consistency. O’Niel et al.  noted in his work that large 
variations in the signal pulses breakdown particles can be due to the difference in particle 
size, different elemental particles not being hit, the speed of the particles, or multiple 
particle being hit simultaneously [7]. 
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Figure 4.6 Signal of each individual H hits vs taken directly from the laser shots 
recorded on the oscilloscope. There is minimal pulse to pulse intensity variation. The 
average and STD were taken over 970 pulses 
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Figure 4.7 Scatter plot normalized signal of each individual H at 656.2 nm hits vs 
laser signal taken directly from the laser shots (970) peak intensity recorded on the 
oscilloscope. There is minimal pulse to pulse intensity variation on the laser signal 
but large variations with the emission signals  
 
While we did not see the same penetration issues from earlier experiments, there 
is still a large pulse to pulse variation with confirmed that the pulses were hitting particles 
at different focal depths in the reaction zone. The further away from the focal point in 
which there is an interaction between the laser pulse and particle, the lower the signal 
intensity. The emission signal scatter plot was repeated for all elemental line emissions of 
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oxygen, carbon and fluorine. These plots are displayed in Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9, and 
Figure 4.10 respectively.   
 
Figure 4.8 Scatter plot signal distribution of oxygen emission particle signals 
 
Figure 4.9 Scatter plot signal distribution of carbon emission particle signals 
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Figure 4.10 Scatter plot signal distribution of fluorine emission particle signals 
 
Although, the figures above show that there is a completely random distribution of 
pulse signal that can potentially be attributed to many factors listed earlier, there seems to 
be a concentration cluster of signals across the plots. Therefore, a series of histograms as 
displayed in Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13, and Figure 4.14 were generated to 
better illustrate the concentration of elemental detection signals of hydrogen, oxygen, 
carbon and fluorine respectively within the aerosol sample. Since the concentration of the 
species within the 𝐶𝐻2𝐹𝐶𝐹3 is unknown, it was difficult to generate a calibration curve 
for particle concentration within the mixture. Therefore, the histograms were constructed 
with been sizes of 1000, and so the first 1000 will be considered the noise threshold or 
laser-particle interaction miss threshold for observing the relations between the elemental 
species. 
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Figure 4.11 Histogram showing the signal distribution of hydrogen emission line 
from 1 burst, 970 pulses 
 
Figure 4.12 Histogram showing the signal distribution of oxygen emission line from 
1 burst, 970 pulses 
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Figure 4.13 Histogram showing the signal distribution of carbon emission line from 
1 burst, 970 pulses 
 
Figure 4.14 Histogram showing the signal distribution of fluorine emission line from 
1 burst, 970 pulses 
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Although, the actual concentration of the aerosol sample mixture is unknown, the 
minimum to maximum achievable signals of all visible emission lines from the aerosol 
were in the same regimes and therefore an assumption was made that the concentration of 
particles within a signal intensity range corresponds to particle hits within the optimal 
detection range of the detector. From the figures, hydrogen has the most concentration at 
high signal levels from 15,000 to 20,000; followed by oxygen, carbon, and then fluorine 
inferred the emission. On the lower signal end hydrogen as the lowest concentration, 
followed by oxygen, carbon, and then fluorine with the highest concentration. Even 
though the observations were interesting, there was not enough information about the 
mixture being observed to derive a palpable conclusion about the individual behavior and 
the correlation between each emission line within the aerosol mixture. Though outside of 
the scope of this thesis, future experiments can be conducted to further analysis the 
behavior of gaseous compounds. 
Within the scope of this thesis, the analysis observed with the pressurized aerosol 
sample helped us understand that there was no relationship between consequent laser shots 
and signal output when analyzing relatively fast-moving samples.  However, it was not 
ruled out that the location of the particle within the reaction field can affect the signal 
recorded by the detector.  
4.3. Propellants Study 
Upon acquiring a basic understanding of the parameters (laser pulse energy, 
optimal gate delay time) needed to successfully apply LIBS to airborne micro-particles 
(~24 microns in diameter) release in propellants after being subjected to a combustion 
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process. All the propellant data for the Al concentrations and Pb concentration were test 
at 65 gain, gate width of 5 µs, gate time delay of 150 ns, and laser pulse energy of 
approximately 26 mJ. A sample spectrum from a 16% Al propellant strand was taken in 
Figure 4.15 and a sample spectrum of 16% Pb propellant was taken in Figure 4.16 This 
spectrum shows all emission line and ionizations can potentially be detected from each 
concentration of aluminum over each set of bursts. This spectrum was averaged over 970 
pulses (1 burst). It is important to note that this figure was taken from one of the samples 
run to show all elements that can possibly be detected. These elemental peaks and 
ionization levels were also tested with the NIST LIBS emission spectrum database to 
ensure accuracy [81]. In most run, only the Al I line at 396.15-nm could be detected; this 
is acceptable because 396.15-nm is the target emission line of focus. Each propellant 
behave differently by slight margins, as is expected, because the flame reaction zone is 
considered a quasi-steady turbulent reaction. There are constant fluctuations in the 
behavior of the reaction, as there are rapid chemical reactions occurring through the entire 
burn process. 
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Figure 4.15 16% aluminum sample emission spectrum  
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Figure 4.16 16% lead sample emission spectrum  
 
 Three bursts of data (2910 pulses) were taken from each propellant experiment 
burn. To observe the pulse to pulse variation changes from the raw laser output to the 
variation captured on the propellant strands, the Thorlabs photodiode was used to collect 
data from the raw laser pulse simultaneously with the Iso-plane spectrometer. Figure 4.17 
displays the data collected on a normalized scale over the duration of one burst (10-ms) 
from one of the strand burns.  Figure 4.18 further details the pulse to pulse fluctuation 
taken from one burst in a scatter plot. Appendix B includes 30 figures taken from 30 burst 
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from the 16% aluminum experiments. It is important to note that there are no notable 
patterns within each burst.  
 
Figure 4.17 396.15 nm Al line detected signal vs raw laser pulse train 
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Figure 4.18 Scatter plot of 970 pulses with a burst for 396.15 nm line 
 
From Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18, it was concluded that because of the multi-
directional movement, Al concentration, velocity of the particles, quasi-steady behavior 
of the reaction, and focus depth of particle location, the laser pulses miss or does not 
interact with most of the metallic particles being ejected from the propellant strand [7]. 
The analysis of all the possible catalysts for the pulse shape difference between laser and 
the propellant strand are especially difficult for this experiment because of the limitations 
of resources. However, previous work done by students in this lab have studied the 
movement speed and depth location of the ejected particles in space with Digital Inline 
Holography (DIH) using a 10-Hz Nd: YAG laser. Studying those work led to the 
prediction that the movement-speed and depth of interaction potentially contributes to the 
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large pulse to pulse intensity variation. The effect of depth/ particle location is also 
confirmed earlier in this section from the solid plate and aerosol sample experiments. 
Considering the pulse-burst laser was designed for high-speed flow analysis and 
visualization, the effect of velocity cannot be ruled out. The effects of velocity in is an 
area that can analyzed in the future.  
The scope of this work did allow for propellant additive concentration studies to 
test the limit of detection (LOD) of the pulse-burst laser in the sample and generate a 
calibration curve for predictions of particle concentration in high-speed LIBS. Employing 
the strategies mention earlier in the literature review for the analysis of aerosol, a 
conditional analysis method will be used. The method suggests that rather than average 
all the spectra intensity to out the effects of concentration, it is preferred and more accurate 
to average the hits only. The hits are determined by setting a threshold and conditions that 
must be met between a pulse signal and noise. This method was chosen because there, is 
such a huge intensity fluctuation from pulse to pulse as discussed earlier. The conditions 
set for this experiment was that 30 bursts of data (29,100 total pulses) will be taken for 
each concentration, and from that the signal that can be considered as hits in each in pulse 
must be at least 120% greater than the background noise (410-nm–430-nm) signal. The 
ratio of total hits and total laser pulses will stand as the detection percentage from each 
concentration test 
Figure 4.19 displays the detection percentage calculated for all concentrations of 
Al using the conditional analysis method. Figure 4.20 displays the percentage calculated 
with 16% aluminum as a baseline for present metallic particles. 16% aluminum will 
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remain the baseline to analyze other metallic components in lead samples as well. Table 
4.1 breaks down the particle concentration with respect to 16% aluminum and the atomic 
mass of each metal. 
Table 4.1 Breakdown of propellants studied and relative concentration to 16% 
aluminum 
Additive Additive concentration by 
Mass (%) 
Metal Particle Concentration 
Relative to 16% Aluminum (%) 
Aluminum 16 100 
Aluminum 10 63 
Aluminum 5 31 
Lead 16 13 
Lead Stearate 16 1 
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Figure 4.19 Detection percentage of Al particle hits over 90 bursts (30 for each 
concentration) and 87,300 total pulses with mean error bar 
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Figure 4.20 Detection percentage of Al particle hits over 90 bursts (30 for each 
concentration) and 87,300 total pulses with mean error bar with respect to 16% 
Aluminum 
 
From Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20, the LOD for aluminum concentrations were 
calculated to be 0.98% and 0.94% respectively. The results are relative and therefore 
enough to make a hypothesis that metallic particles less than 0.9 percent in relation to 16% 
aluminum as shown in Table 4.1 will not be detected by the pulse-burst laser. To test this 
hypothesis an experiment was conducted with the 16% lead propellant sticks, and another 
calibration line was plotted to check for correlation with the one from Figure 4.20. Figure 
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4.21 shows the result and calibration efforts for the lead propellants, which was calculated 
to be about 13% particle concentration by weight with respect to 16% Al. 
 
Figure 4.21 Detection percentage of Al particle hits over 120 bursts (40 for each 
concentration) with mean error bar with respect to 16% aluminum. The additon of 
the lead distribution is in red at approximatedly 13% of weight to the baseline Al  
 
 The calibration line here, from Figure 4.21, is different from that of Figure 4.19 
and Figure 4.20 with the LOD being approximate 0.70%. Although smaller than 0.94% 
due to possible error margins with particle concentrations crossovers with different metal 
as they relate to 16% aluminum, the hypothesis still stands that particle less than 0.9% 
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concentration will be extremely difficult to detect. Therefore, the experiment proceeded 
to 16% lead stearate; which was calculated to contrail approximate 0.9 % metallic particle 
when weight with 16 aluminum by weight. The results seemed to align to the hypothesis 
as we did detect particles, however the detection percentage was near zero (0.2%) when 
compared to those of lead (4%), 5 % aluminum (9%), 10% aluminum (14%), and 16% 
aluminum (16%). This means the hit count for Pb particle hit in the lead stearate was on 
average 2 hits per burst (970 pulses). This is very little, and therefore any propellant 
experimentation with less than 1 % metallic concentration will has an extremely high 
probability of not being detected by the pulse burst laser. The results validated the earlier 
assumption that propellant with less than 0.9% will be extremely difficult to detect. The 
propellant section of this chapter has successfully proven that the pulse-burst laser can 
detect metallic concentration where a 10-Hz nanosecond failed, also the work also for a 
development of a calibration method for predicting the LOD for the pulse-laser and 
thereby paving the way to predicting particle concentration within a reaction zone of 
propellant combustion. 
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5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1. Conclusion 
100-kHz repetition rate LIBS with a pulse-burst laser was demonstrated for the 
first time. The laser characterization with the solid plate sample was successful in 
determined the optimum laser power, pulse signal behavior with depth, and the appropriate 
detection gate delay time. The laser energy dependence study suggested that 
approximately 26-mJ/pulse energy is allowable. The decay scans showed that a 150-ns 
gate delay time was optimal to eliminate the effects of background emissions. The 
calibrated emission line positions for the camera position from 1-3 agreed with the NIST 
spectra emission database.  
The results from the preliminary analysis of metal plate samples and pressurized 
aerosol sample suggest the effects of depth penetration, movement speed, and depth 
location of species in relation to pulse-particle interactions and the detected signals. While 
the stationary plate samples suggest that subsequent pulses contributed to reduced signal, 
moving aerosol samples suggest there is no correlation. 
The pulse-burst laser was successful in the fast sampling rate and detection of 
micro particles previous not detect by a 10-Hz nanosecond laser scheme, and a linear 
relationship was realized between the metallic concentration within the propellants and 
the amount of particle hits detected within the reaction region. Furthermore, LOD 
calibration was developed for future experiments with the pulse burst laser and particle 
released through combustion processes. It was also concluded that the 100-kHz repetition 
rate pulsed burst laser, from the results gathered from the pressurized aerosol and 
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propellant samples, is adequate in LIBS for applications geared towards detecting micro-
sized fast-moving particles. This is significant because of the potential applications in ultra 
-fast reaction zones analysis of micro-particle agents released in short duration combustion 
reactions such as explosion and shockwaves.  
5.2. Recommendations for Future Research 
Further studies of the LOD of metallic particulates with the propellants can be 
conducted to verify the calibration data and investigate the detection limits of the pulse-
burst laser and the current experimental parameters. The limits of the pressure-induced 
highspeed aerosol and the propellant samples experiment was that the effects of flow 
speed were not fully explored. An ultrasonic nebulizer-sample introduction can allow for 
the investigation of metallic additives such as Pb within the aerosol media. With the ultra-
sonic nebulizer, it is possible to investigate the effectiveness of the pulse-burst laser at 
different delivery speeds [82]. Furthermore, the coupling of the pulse-burst laser system 
with the DIH technique currently being investigated in our group, introduce promising 
possibilities of characterization of high-speed particle-laser interactions within the 
reaction region.  
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APPENDIX A 
A. Data Analysis Code 
 
This Mat-lab code was used for the data analysis. Each experimental run was saved in a 
directory and the images gathered were analyzed. We were able to analyze the signals for 
various delays over all pulses within a burst and quantify the number of laser-particle 
interactions. 
 
clear 
%dbstop if error 
 
%Load Save file from Laptop 
 
srcFile_1=dir('E:\LIB_AirPlasma_Aerosol\103118_AirplasmaFreezer_150nsDelay_Gate
5000ns_Gain67_25mj_CL630\*.tif'); 
   
   
%number of images/pulses for analysis  
  
for i_1 =1:970   
  
%call each image within the file and read 
         
filename_1=strcat('E:\LIB_AirPlasma_Aerosol\103118_AirplasmaFreezer_3690nsDelay
_Gate5000ns_Gain67_25mj_CL630\',srcFile_1(i_1).name); 
     images_1=imread(filename_1);         
  
     
         
 %ALWAYS CHECK TO SEE IF THE IMAGES ARE FLIPPED/inverted 
BEFOREHAND 
% calculate sum of pixels of x-axis (1:1024) and y-axis (1:144)       
              y_1(i_1,:)=sum((fliplr(images_1(1:144,1:1024)))); 
               
                  y_01= mean(y_1); 
 
%                  
%   analyzing the elemental peaks of interests 
% %%  
             area1=(y_1(:,184:208)); 
              area_1=mean(area1(:)); 
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              area01=(y_1(:,562:584)); 
              area_01=mean(area01(:)); 
              area001=(y_1(:,635:667)); 
               area_001=mean(area001(:)); 
              area0001=(y_1(:,761:795)); 
              area_0001=mean(area0001(:)); 
              area00001=(y_1(:,321:351)); 
              area_00001=mean(area00001(:)); 
             pulsescan_1=mean(area1,2); 
              pulsescan_01=mean(area01,2); 
              pulsescan_001=mean(area001,2); 
               pulsescan_0001=mean(area0001,2); 
                pulsescan_00001=mean(area00001,2); 
%                 
End 
 
%                     
% Apply conditional averaging conditions to find appropriate particle hits for a given 
element   
 
SPH1=find(pulsescan_1>=(area_001*2.2)); 
 
%  Apply conditional averaging conditions to find appropriate particle hits for all 
elements     
 
OSPH1=find(abs(pulsescan_1-pulsescan_0001)>=(area_001*2.2)); 
%  
%  
  Hits1=mean(y_1([SPH1(:)],:));    
                                       
% number of particle hits  
  
 plot(Hits1) 
 
% plot emission spectra 
 
 plot(y_01) 
   plot(pulsescan_1) 
      
   
  
 %%  
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APPENDIX B 
B. Plots of All Propellant 16% Al Particle-Pulse Interaction 
 Pulse-pulse fluctuations from the experimental run of 10 16% Al propellants over 3 
burst each 
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APPENDIX C 
C. Specifications of Experimental Components 
C.1. Lavision High-Speed IRO Intensifier 
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C.2. Princeton Instruments Iso-Plane 160 Spectrometer 
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C.3. Photron Ultra-High-Speed FASTCAM SA-Z 
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